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Abstract

Background
Non-technical skills are a subset of human factors that focus on the individual and promote safety through teamwork and awareness. There is no widely adopted competency or outcome based framework for non-technical skills training in healthcare outside the surgical environment. The authors set out to devise such a framework and reach a consensus on a definition using a modified Delphi approach.

Methods
An exhaustive list of published and team suggested items was presented to the expert panel for ranking and to propose a definition. In the second round, a focused list was presented, as well as the proposed definition elements. The finalised framework was sent to the panel for review.

Summary of results
16 experts participated (58% response rate). A total of 36 items of 105 ranked highly enough to present in round two. The final framework consists of 16 competencies for all and 8 specific competencies for team leaders. The consensus definition describes non-technical skills as ‘a set of social (communication and team work) and cognitive (analytical and personal behaviour) skills that support high quality, safe, effective and efficient inter-professional care within the complex healthcare system’.

Conclusions
The authors have produced a new competency framework, through the works of an international expert panel, which is not discipline specific. This consensus competency framework can be used by curriculum developers, educational innovators and clinical teachers to support developments in the field.
Attitudes to health care errors began to change towards the later end of the 20th century with a string of high profile incidents and the publishing of a landmark report in the USA, ‘To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System’ was pivotal in organising this movement. Key to this shift was the acceptance that human errors do occur and will always occur, but that certain techniques can target and reduce avoidable errors.

**Introduction**

The catastrophic consequences of human errors remain challenging for healthcare professions to address. To a certain extent the ‘person’ approach to error – removing, blaming, retraining or enacting legal or other punitive procedures on those who make errors – still remains prevalent in error reduction strategies in healthcare even though it has been thoroughly discredited. For example, in the most recent high profile UK investigation, the person centred approach to future error reduction was key in the recommendations made. However, this approach does not acknowledge that accidents cannot be avoided by ‘trying harder’, belying the complexity of error causation, which reinforces aberrant and risky behaviour limiting usefulness, and rather than revealing systems problems, encourages people not to get caught making errors, leaving systems vulnerable to the repeated accidents. Consequently, errors still occur with surprising frequency.

The alternative approach is to examine the contexts and situations in which errors happen, and the conditions that allow those errors to lead to harm. Human Factors Engineering is a discipline of psychology that has helped in the development and improvement of safety in other industries for many years. By identifying environments, technologies, processes and systems of work which encourage errors and lead to harm, it is possible to redesign those systems to be safer from the outset. Work to apply human factors in healthcare to enhance systems and environments has shown the potential to enhance safety.

One human factors approach that has been successfully applied focuses on developing the generic social and cognitive skills required for effective and safe performance in a manner that is mindful of a wider systems understanding of the health care process.
It is possible to embed the successful approaches of teamwork and other cultural improvements, such as checklists, into an educational approach by building these ‘non-technical skills’ into education\textsuperscript{17}. Whilst there are several frameworks for the assessment and validation of non-technical skills, there has been limited attention to questions such as ‘how’, ‘why’, ‘when’ and ‘for whom’ such education might be beneficiaries\textsuperscript{18}. Indeed, the nature of the educational approach is conspicuous by its absence, with little mention of pedagogy or learning outcomes.

There is often a focus on a heterogeneous set of skills (e.g. communication, teamwork) or techniques (e.g. simulation)\textsuperscript{19-24}. This renders them of limited practical value to clinical teachers and health professional educators in all contexts and represents poor quality educational research\textsuperscript{25}.

Our recent works have sought to extract key theoretical elements to design a model of non-technical skills learning in healthcare\textsuperscript{26} and apply this to design educational interventions\textsuperscript{27}, but there is just one element of an overall package of developments that are needed to move the field forward in an educationally sound manner. A key issue that exists is a lack of consensus or clarity as to specific learning outcomes or competencies that are relevant in this area. Whilst there are a number of published works that have investigated and proposed skill frameworks\textsuperscript{28,29}, these have been built in a context specific manner (within operating rooms), either from the perspective of assessment\textsuperscript{30}, which offer little assistance for educational development, or as a coaching aid for specialized roles\textsuperscript{31}. All have been developed for use by those either already qualified or at a late-stage of training.

There is no generic recognised framework of non-technical skills for use by clinical educators when designing educational interventions. Without such a framework, educational interventions will continue to be variable in content, quality and effectiveness. We set out to devise such a framework using a modified Delphi approach.
Methods

We aligned our methodology with a constructivist epistemological stance, accepting that multiple and possibly conflicting set of outcomes may exist, that are very much shaped by the learner and the content. We used a modified Delphi process to reach an expert consensus on such outcomes.

Members of NOME SIG (Non-technical skills in medical education special interest group), an international group of educators and clinicians, who have an interest and have published works involved with non-technical skills in healthcare, were consulted. They were asked to contribute to an exhaustive list of potential items for inclusion in such a framework. A virtual roundtable discussion was run between June and September 2012 and sought to include items from all published frameworks, as well as to empirically suggest items, based on existing theoretical models and reviews of evidence. Through this process, it became clear that two conceptual skill domains existed – social (communication and team working skills) and behavioural (analytical and personal behaviours). All 109 items were included in the final list, which was organised in line with these emerging categories and is presented in Appendix 1.

Members of the expert panel were recruited through several methods. Firstly, two members of NOME-SIG were recruited. Secondly, invitations were sent to all corresponding authors for published studies focussing on non-technical skills education in healthcare. Finally, all corresponding authors for non-technical skills works within key journals were invited to take part. We considered articles from August 2011 – July 2012 identified through hand searching in the following journals: Medical Education, Medical Teacher, Postgraduate medical journal, Academic Medicine, Advances in Health Sciences Education: Theory and Practice, BMC Medical Education, British Medical Journal, Journal of the American Medical Association, Lancet, New England Journal of Medicine and Journal for the Society for Simulation in Healthcare.
In round 1, the items identified in Appendix 1 were collated into an online questionnaire delivered through survey monkey, with a likert scale from 1 to 7 to indicate the importance of each item. Free text information could be added. Additionally, participants were asked to define non-technical skills in healthcare in a free text response. These were assembled by the authors in preparation for the next round (‘round 2’), with items amended as per free text consensus responses. The list of consensus items were presented, as well as new amended items with participants asked ‘yes / no’ for inclusion. Additionally, expert participant definitions of non-technical skills were broken down into 10 key consensus statements and these were presented for ranking. Once again, we collated responses and as consensus were reached on the majority of items, a final first draft of the competency framework and consensus definition was sent to participants for review.

Results

16 experts joined and participated in the panel from 30 invitations (58% response rate), with 7 countries represented (6– UK, 5 – USA, 1 – Switzerland, 1- Ireland, 1 – Germany, 1 – Portugal, 1 – Iran). The Delphi panels ran between September 2013 and January 2014. All participants completed all the questions in round 1. This was also the case in round 2, with 100% response in all sections of the survey. A total of 36 items of the 105 presented were deemed to have ranked highly enough to present in round two. Free text responses highlighted the importance of identifying whether skills were relevant to all or just a team leader, with several specified as the later. Additionally, 12 items were edited in line with free text feedback. Finally, 7 specific statements were synthesised from the suggested definitions of non-technical skills and presented in round 2.

In round 2, participants were asked to state whether items should be included (yes/no) and whether they were relevant to leaders. Additionally, the definition statements were presented. Analysis of results led to a final framework consists of 16 competencies for all and 8 specific competencies for team leaders. The consensus definition produced describes non-technical skills as ‘a set of social (communication and team work) and cognitive (analytical and personal behaviour) skills that support
These final items and definition were sent out to the panel for comments. Apart for some minor grammatical suggestions, no changes were made. The final competency framework is presented in Appendix 2 and is available for download directly (address to be added).

**Discussion**

This competency framework has been produced through a multistage process that involved synthesis of existing published outcomes together with a roundtable brainstorming process to generate new outcomes, a Delphi process and finally the construction of a competency framework for non-technical skills learning in healthcare. The aim of this process has been to support the designing of curricula and the building of educational innovations, rather than simply supporting observation and assessment.

Unsurprisingly, many items in this framework are homologous to existing tools (Fletcher 2003, Mishra 2009). This is particularly noticeable amongst the social factors (communication and team working skills). However, the items generated under cognitive factors are novel.

Up until now, there has been no consensus on a definition or a set of generic competencies for non-technical skills learning in healthcare. The framework produced delivers such a framework. This can be applied to mixed or homogenous groups of healthcare professionals and within a variety of healthcare settings, rather than existing tools that are context specific. Whilst the methods used to produce this framework have attempted to approach the issues from a different epistemological stance, the resulting framework appears to align well with relevant and achievable targets for learning outcomes, educational interventions and assessable skills. Clearly, the nature of different competencies may require different forms of assessment, but the dissemination of this framework should allow other researchers to investigate and report their experiences in doing this.
The lack of clear identification of competencies or outcomes for training within existing published studies in the field has been previously identified as an area of concern, leading to heterogeneity in reported teaching designs and pedagogical methods (Gordon 2013). This framework should allow researchers to use a standardised approach at the outset of their work and as such support generation of new knowledge in a more efficient manner.

This framework is not meant to be a prescriptive checklist, but a tool to support educators in considering the choices they can make and to act as a prompt to support the planning and reporting of research. In formulating the framework, an expert panel was selected that represented a range of professionals working in a vast array of educational settings. The common skill of all panel members was practical experience designing or teaching non-technical skill interventions to healthcare professionals. As such, it is hoped that the finished framework is pragmatic, grounded in the realities facing teachers and reflecting needs with the field.

This framework is not based on any new empirical works and is significantly grounded in existing published tools. The outcome of the process is nothing but opinion and the results of the process are only as valid as the opinions of the experts who formed the panel. Therefore, the framework is presented not as a final product, but in response to a need. This framework is presented for use, but also for comment, refinement and possible rejection. Future published works should use the literature to report their views on this framework to ascertain face validity and so as to allow modifications to be made. Additionally, future work could seek to establish formative validity to support learning and reliability of measurements made of learner ability using the framework.

**Conclusions**

This study has sought to devise an expert consensus definition and set of competencies for non-technical skills learning in all areas of healthcare. The resultant product can be used by curriculum developers, educational innovators and clinical teachers to support developments in the field. This will allow local innovations and published research to better reflect the existing body of knowledge and better allow comparable research and rapid dissemination of teaching to be completed. Future
work is needed to critique this framework in a variety of settings and as applied for a number of purposes.
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